ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
From telecommunication systems that implement kilometerlong optical fibers, to micrometric and nanometric systems for the detection of biochemical substances, integrated optical devices play an essential role for the control of light-matter interactions. Because of their large number of applications, these devices have been widely studied over the last decades. Examples of these applications are multiplexers [1] [2] [3] [4] , optical switches [5] , isolators [6, 7] , modulators [8, 9] , interferometers [10] [11] [12] , and gas detectors [13] [14] [15] , to name a few. Based on new fabrication techniques, an important aim is the miniaturization of these optical circuits in order to confine light in subwavelength volumes.
In recent years, several integrated optical devices have been successfully used to excite light sources with dimensions of a few nanometers. Some examples are the excitation of nanoemitters by surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [16] , localized surface plasmons in nanoantennas [17] [18] [19] , optical cavities [20, 21] , nanocrystals, [22, 23] nanowires [24] [25] [26] , and metallic waveguides [27] [28] [29] . However, despite the fact that the absorption/emission wavelengths of the nanoemitters used in these works rely on the visible spectrum (CdSe or CdS quantum dots and nitrogen vacancy centers in diamond), the materials used for their excitation have high losses in this spectral range (silicon and noble metals). Thus, the challenge to be faced is to design integrated devices for strong light confinement using low-loss materials.
For this purpose, a possible platform for integrated optics would be the so-called ion-exchanged glass waveguides (IEWs) [30, 31] . These waveguides present many interesting advantages, such as low loss and low birefringence, low fabrication cost, compatibility with standard optical fibers, and high stability [32] [33] [34] . These photonic structures have been used to develop passive devices like interferometers or multiplexers [35, 36] as well as active devices, such as lasing amplifying media [37] and lasers [38, 39] based on Erbium ion doping.
Nevertheless, IEWs have low index contrast between the core and the cladding, leading to low light confinement. Because of this reason, these waveguides are not commonly used to excite nanostructures, and only a few examples can be found in literature, like the excitation of ammonia molecules [40] . So far, however, IEWs have not been used in combination with fluorescent molecules or nanocrystals. In this contribution, we demonstrate that IEWs in combination with a well-chosen highindex dielectric thin film acts as an efficient light-matter coupler for the excitation of nanoemitters placed atop. The theoretical design of this hybrid structure was done with the Fourier modal method (FMM), and the fabricated sample was experimentally characterized with the near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) technique.
To prove the performance of our integrated device, we placed on its surface cadmium selenide/cadmium sulfide (CdSe/CdS) nanocrystals and measured their photoluminescence (PL) and fluorescence lifetime. We theoretically and experimentally demonstrated an enhancement of one order of magnitude in the PL emission of the NCs placed on top of the hybrid structure, relative to the PL emission of the same NCs placed only on top of the IEW.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGNED STRUCTURE
The hybrid structure (HS) consists of a titanium dioxide (TiO2) slab waveguide (n ∼ 2 at λ 540 nm) placed on top of an ionexchanged waveguide in glass manufactured by the company Teem Photonics [41] [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The IEWs were fabricated by the substitution of sodium ions for silver ions in a glass substrate that locally increases the index of refraction of the glass [30, 42] . A photolithography process was used to define diffusion windows of 1 μm. As a result of the thermal diffusion of the sodium/silver ions, the core of the waveguides presents a gradient-index distribution [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The high refractive index layer of TiO2 of thickness 85 nm was thermally evaporated in a region patterned by electron-beam lithography [ Fig. 1(c) ]. The highly fluorescent dot-in-rod CdSe/CdS colloidal nanocrystals (NCs) were synthesized in liquid phase following a seeded growth approach. They consist of a CdSe spherical core of 2.7 nm in diameter, surrounded by an elongated shell of CdS to form a rod shape with dimensions of 50 nm in length and 7 nm in diameter. A high concentration of NCs (10 −6 mol∕L) was mixed in a poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) solution and randomly distributed on top of the hybrid structure. The top view of the HS imaged with an optical microscope is shown in Fig. 1(c) . The IEWs parallel to the z axis are separated by a distance of 51 μm in the y direction, and the area delimited with dark lines corresponds to the TiO2 layer.
RESULTS

Figure 2(a)
illustrates the evolution of a hybrid mode as it propagates along the HS formed by the IEW and the TiO 2 slab. Due to the proximity of both structures, the evanescent wave of the propagating mode of the IEW is able to excite the modes of the TiO 2 slab, resulting in a two waveguide coupled system. This interaction gives rise to an hybrid mode characterized by a periodic energy transfer between both waveguides The white guidelines and corresponding tags indicate the maximum EF factor and thickness of the TiO2 layer at the operation wavelength of λ=542 nm. Dispersion relation of the isolated ionexchanged waveguide on glass (blue diamonds), of an isolated TiO2 slab waveguide on glass (green triangles), and of the coupled hybrid structure red rectangles and pink circles) for (d) the TE mode and (e) the TM mode. The dispersion of the hybrid structure presents an anticrossing point at 542 nm. [43, 44] with a coupling length Lc. We then define the enhancement factor (EF) of the electric field as EF jEx1; z1; ωj 2 ∕ jE0x0;z0;ωj 2 , where Ex1; z1; ω is the electric field at the point of maximum intensity of the hybrid mode at 5 nm from the surface of the TiO2 layer, and E0x0; z0; ω the electric field at a reference point 5 nm above the IEW, as indicated in Fig. 2 
(a).
Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the EF as a function of the wavelength and thickness of the TiO2 layer for incident transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) fundamental modes, respectively. For the TE mode, the electric field is oriented along the y axis and for TM along the x axis. These values were numerically calculated by modeling the beam propagation with the Fourier modal method (see Appendix A).
For a wavelength λ 542 nm, the maximum enhancement factor obtained for TE polarization is EFTE 3.9 corresponding to a TiO2 layer of thickness 50 nm, while for TM polarization, EFTM 11 for a thickness of 90 nm [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. As the number of modes propagating in the TiO2 layer increases with its thickness, a second maximum appears for thicker layers but with smaller EF since the energy of the electromagnetic field is distributed in both modes. Due to the invariant geometry of the system along the y direction and the orientation of the electric field of both polarizations, the EF is smaller for TE polarization because the system is less sensitive to material perturbations in the vertical direction (x axis). These results are advantageous over a plasmonic structure. For instance, by replacing the TiO2 layer with a gold layer, the maximum enhancement factor was EFSPP 5.87, and it occurs for a layer of thickness of 10 nm at a wavelength around λ 800 nm for TM polarization (due to the geometry of the system, it is not possible to excite the SPP resonance with a TE mode). Besides, the propagation distance for the metallic layer was about 25 μm, while for TiO2 it was longer than 200 μm. modes at λ =542 nm, respectively. From these maps, we measured EF =1.9 and Lc =2 μm for TE polarization, while for TM polarization EF =10.2 and Lc =7.1 μm. The calculated and measured EF agrees [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)].
After the optical near-field characterization of the HS, we performed PL measurements of CdSe/CdS nanocrystals placed on top of the integrated device (see Appendix A). The results are presented in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) , corresponding to an excitation with TE and TM modes, respectively, from the input of the IEW at a wavelength λ =532 nm. In these images, the excitation pump was spectrally filtered out, such that the CCD images only provide information of the PL of the NCs. The nanocrystals mainly emit at λ =590 nm, as can be seen by the spectra of Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). No blinking effects were observed due to the high concentration of the NCs. We define the enhancement factor of the PL of the nanocrystals (EFPL) as the ratio between the PL of the nanocrystals placed on top of the TiO2 layer and the PL of the NCs directly placed on top of the IEW. This enhancement in the PL (EFPL) is 1.3±0.2 times for the TE mode and 7.3±0.1 times for the TM mode. In the HS region, we measured a coupling length of Lc ≃ 1.2 μm for the TE mode and Lc ≃ 2.8 μm for TM. These results differ from the values of Fig. 3 not only because of the different operation wavelength but mainly because of the effective thickness of the high-index guiding layer. Indeed, the solution of NCs and PMMA deposited on the surface of the HS had a thickness of ∼30 nm (AFM measurement). This value corresponds to half of the length of the rods due to their random positioning. Furthermore, at this wavelength, the average refractive index of this solution is around 2 (nPMMA =1.5 and nNC =2.5), which is close to index of refraction of the TiO2. Hence, when numerically simulating the beam propagation of the HS for a layer of TiO2 with a thickness of 120 nm, we obtained EF =1.4 and Lc =1.1 μm for the TE mode and EF =6.6 and Lc =3 μm for TM. These values agree with the experimental observations. Figure 5 shows the fluorescence signal of the CdSe/CdSe nanocrystals when they were excited at normal incidence with a pulsed laser centered at λ 405 nm focused on the sample with a confocal system (see Appendix A). The NCs were excited at four strategic points on the sample: NCs placed on glass, on IEW, on TiO2-on-glass, and on the HS. The highest fluorescence intensity was obtained for nanocrystals placed on top of the HS with a signal six times higher than the one measured with the NCs placed on top of the glass substrate. The measurements of the fluorescence lifetime at the emission wavelength of the NCs (λ =590 nm) are presented in Fig.  5(a) . The line shape of the decay intensity was approximated to a single exponential I=I0e −t∕τ with τ as the NC's lifetime [45, 46] . According to the analysis in reference [47] , the Purcell factor (Fp) is defined in terms of the lifetime and local density of excited states (LDOS) of the nanocrystals as Fp =τ0∕τ =LDOS∕LDOS0, where τ is the modified lifetime (with the HS), and τ0 is the lifetime for the NCs on top of the glass substrate.
For nanocrystals placed on top of the HS, we measured a Purcell factor of Fp =1.3. According to our numerical results (see Appendix A), by averaging the Purcell factor of a single NC oriented in the three coordinate axes and normalized to one placed on top of a glass substrate, we found Fp =1.2 [ Fig. 5(b) ]. A well-known fact is that a proper orientation of the NC will lead to a higher Purcell factor, as depicted in Fig. 5(b) , which is a challenging situation requiring further engineering.
CONCLUSION
We demonstrated the improvement of light confinement in a common ion-exchanged glass waveguide through the implementation of a high-index layer of TiO2 placed on its surface. By making use of the Fourier modal method, we demonstrated that the hybrid structure can provide an enhancement of the electromagnetic field of up to 11 times for TM polarization and 3.9 for TE at λ =542 nm. The theoretical results were experimentally validated by the optical characterization of the hybrid structure with the NSOM technique.
We also showed the performance of our device as an integrated waveguide platform for the excitation of CdSe/CdS nanocrystals. The HS allowed us to increase the photoluminescence of the nanocrystals up to 7.3 times for TM polarization. Additionally, by measuring the fluorescence lifetime of the NCs, we observed an increase of 30% in the Purcell factor.
Our structure is a proof-of-concept that opens new perspectives in the design of integrated nanophotonic devices requiring of the near-field enhancement of light for the excitation of nanostructures that can lead to outstanding applications, such as quantum information, telecommunications, light generation, imaging, data storage, sensing, and biomedical applications.
APPENDIX A: METHODS
Fourier Modal Method
The Fourier modal method is a rigorous method that solves the Maxwell equations in the frequency domain. It is based on the solution of an eigenvalue problem arising from the expansion in the Fourier series of the electromagnetic field as well as the material properties of a unit cell of a periodic structure. A detailed explanation of the method can be found in Refs. [48] [49] [50] .
To solve a nonperiodic multilayered system (beam propagation), perfectly matched layers were included in both sides of the unitary cell to avoid reflections into the region of interest. The propagation constants and effective indices of the modes (dispersion curves) supported by the structure were directly obtained from the solution of the eigenvalue problem [51] .
To numerically model the gradient-index profile of the ion-exchanged waveguide within the framework of the Fourier modal method, we used a multilayered medium consisting of five layers. Each layer with thickness and refractive index matching the index profile is described in Fig. 2(a) . Each layer with a refractive index following the index profile is described in Fig. 1(b) . The refractive index of the TiO2 layer placed on top of the glass substrate (without IEW) was experimentally measured by ellipsometry in our facilities.
Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscopy
The near-field measurements were done through near-field scanning optical microscopy in an apertureless configuration [52, 53] by coupling light from a He-Ne laser (λ 542 nm) to an optical fiber with a pigtailed polarization controller stage. We used a single-mode polarization-maintained microlensed fiber to couple light into the IEW. In order to measure the transmitted power, the outlet face of the IEW was coupled to a second optical fiber with the same characteristics as the input fiber, which was connected to a photodetector. The sample was placed in intermittent contact with the tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM). The confined electromagnetic field in the structure was locally perturbed and scattered by the tip. The transmission losses due to light scattering were measured by a photodetector and sent to a lock-in amplifier, which filtered the frequency of the tip oscillation. A piezoelectric stage was used to scan the confined electromagnetic field in the y − z plane.
Photoluminescence
The nanocrystals placed on top of the HS [ Fig. 1(b) ] were excited with a 532 nm laser to the input of the waveguide. We used a homemade confocal system with an 80 × microscope objective coupled to a 25 cm focal length spectrometer (Princeton Instruments) attached to a CDD camera cooled at −75°C. The CCD camera allowed us to image the surface and measure the spectrum of the nanocrystals from a single spot of the image. This standard microphotoluminescence system is sensitive enough to carry on lifetime measurements.
Fluorescence Lifetime
Measurements of the fluorescence lifetime of the nanoemitters were conducted by an external excitation of the nanoemitters. This excitation was made with a pulsed laser centered at λ 405 nm with a pulse width of FWHM 55 ps, a repetition rate of 8 MHz, and an average power of around 40 μW, which was focused on the surface of the sample through a confocal system. The fluorescence of the nanocrystals due to the pulses was measured with a photocorrelator fixed at λ 590 nm (time resolution of 264 ps). An integration time of 1 min was used to measure the fluorescence lifetime.
Purcell Factor
Purcell factor simulations were performed with a commercial software (RSoft) based on the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD) [54, 55] . A single nanocrystal was simulated as a dipolar source placed at 15 nm from the surface of the sample (half of the average radius of the nanocrystals). The Purcell factor was obtained by measuring the light radiated by the dipole oscillating in the three coordinate axes to determine the local density of excited states LDOS. Funding. Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR) (ANR-12-NANO-0019); European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) (MP1403); Labex (ANR-11-LABX-01-01).
